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Figure 1: Density maps of time-aggregated fixation distributions overlaid in the original image of four network layouts of a

given graph. Higher saturation indicates denser fixation distribution over regions of the image. Participants were asked to

identify the unique shortest path between the start (orange) and the end (dark blue) node. The radius of the light blue dots

indicate the fixation duration.

ABSTRACT

We investigate reading strategies for node-link diagrams that wrap
around the boundaries in a flattened torus topology by examining
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eye tracking data recorded in a previous controlled study. Prior
work showed that torus drawing affords greater flexibility in clut-
ter reduction than traditional node-link representations, but im-
pedes link-and-path exploration tasks, while repeating tiles around
boundaries aids comprehension. However, it remains unclear what
strategies users apply in different wrapping settings. This is im-
portant for design implications for future work on more effective
wrapped visualizations for network applications, and cyclic data
that could benefit from wrapping. We perform visual-exploratory
data analysis of gaze data, and conduct statistical tests derived from
the patterns identified. Results show distinguishable gaze behaviors,
with more visual glances and transitions between areas of interest
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in the non-replicated layout. Full-context has more successful visual
searches than partial-context, but the gaze allocation indicates that
the layout could be more space-efficient.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visu-

alization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional 2D network visualizations are designed to be viewed on
a printed page or standard screen. Recently, [Chen et al. 2020] have
shown that by laying out a network on a flattened 2D torus topology,
the layout algorithm has more flexibility in relaxing node positions,
thereby improving graph layout aesthetics. However, a downside of
such representations is the visual cut of network links introduced
at the boundaries of the display that requires mental wrapping to
bridge the cuts [Chen et al. 2021b] (Figure 2(b)). To address this
problem, repeated tiles of the original diagram can be drawn around
the boundaries of the display, providing partial (PartialContext,
see Figure 2(c)) or even full context (FullContext, see Figure 2(d))
in the layout. To further mitigate the impact of such visual cuts, in-
teractive panning [Chen et al. 2021a,b] or a combination of panning
and rotation [Chen et al. 2022] can be used to center the content of
interest. Yet, interactivity in visualization requires human interven-
tion, suffers from increased mental effort [Munzner 2014], and is
unavailable in public displays or printouts.

In this work, we focus on understanding users’ reading strategies
for stationary wrapped layouts. The controlled user study by Chen
et al. [2020] showed that FullContext was the best torus layout
in terms of error rate, speed, and subjective preference, and as
good as traditional node-link without link wrapping (NoTorus). In
Chen et al. [2020]’s study, although participants’ visual focus was
collected using an eye tracker, the analysis of their study primarily
centered on task effectiveness not the visual search behavior, nor
did they publish any gaze analysis results. Therefore, this leaves
open questions related to aspects such as the mental process and
different reading strategies required to perform task over a wrap-
around representations. In this paper, we publish the eye tracking
dataset1 and report its analysis addressing these questions.

To fill this gap, we perform an exploratory analysis of this eye
tracking data and conduct statistical tests derived from the gaze
patterns identified. Our results show that there are distinguishable
reading strategies for each layout condition, varying by tasks. In
general, when content of interest (e.g., unique shortest path) wraps
around the boundary, the NoContext layout leads to a strategy
1https://osf.io/au3bj/

(a) NoTorus (b) NoContext

(c) PartialContext (d) FullContext

Figure 2: The complete k6 graph drawn using a traditional

node-link layout (NoTorus) and three different techniques

in a 2D flattened torus space considered in this paper.

with more frequent long-range glancing after immediately fixated
areas, and has significantly more transitions between two or more
clusters of fixation points than other layout conditions. As impli-
cation for future design, we thus suggest to automatically center
content of interest to avoid visual cuts. In PartialContext, fre-
quent visual searches over redundant areas are identified. In Full-
Context, the visual search concentrates on one or two complete
shortest paths, leading to reduced task-completion times; however,
the large screen space is quite inefficiently used according to our
analysis of scanpaths.

Our findings also indicate that the three-by-three tiled display in
FullContext is still necessary, but not a full level of replication at
the corners has to be utilized, suggesting a more compact represen-
tation of a full-context layout. Our results complement existing task
performance analyses and offer implications for future torus-based
data visualizations.

2 RELATEDWORK

Graph drawings have been previously analyzed with eye tracking
studies and revealed different reading strategies depending on net-
work layout [Burch et al. 2013; Pohl et al. 2009], tasks [Huang et al.
2009], quality criteria [Huang 2013], and coordinated views [Chang
et al. 2017]. We extend this line of work by analyzing gaze data
characteristics for a new network layout, that is, wrapped layouts
of node-link diagrams.

Eye tracking data has been reported to be useful in identifying
graph reading strategies [Blascheck et al. 2017]. Huang [2007, 2013]
observed eye movement to extract graph reading behavior given

https://doi.org/10.1145/3588015.3589841
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different crossing angles, and deductively recommended designing
crossing angles approximately 90 degrees to achieve optimal task
performance. However, he mainly based his eye tracking data anal-
ysis on observing eye movement videos, whereas visual analytics
could help gain deeper insights [Andrienko et al. 2012; Kurzhals et al.
2017]. Pohl et al. [2009] compared graph readability strategies in
force-directed, orthogonal, and hierarchical graph layouts with eye
tracking. They found that, for path-following tasks, orthogonal and
force-directed layouts come with less link tracing effort than hierar-
chical layouts due to more visual attention found in line crossings
in hierarchical layouts. Burch et al. [2011] utilized an analysis based
on areas of interest (AOIs) to identify the differences in the read-
ability of three tree visualization layouts. The time to cross-check
between AOIs explained why the radial layout was less efficient in
performing the given task. Burch et al. [2013] further analyzed the
eye tracking part of this study in more detail in order to identify
reading strategies by employing exploratory visual analytics; we
follow a similar approach in our paper, but for a different kind of
layouts. Jianu et al. [2014] performed a small-scale eye tracking
study to evaluate four different augmentation visualization strate-
gies on top of a node-link diagram for group-visualization-related
tasks. Variations in task solution strategies for path following tasks
are presented in metro maps reading strategies [Kumar et al. 2019;
Netzel et al. 2017].

While all of the aforementioned work focused on visual guidance
aspects for traditional node-link diagrams with no wrapping, we
focus on studying wrapped layouts.

3 EYE TRACKING STUDY

In the following, we briefly review the main aspects of the previous
experiment conducted by Chen et al. [2020]. Our work focuses on
analyzing eye tracking data that was collected in this study, while
the earlier publication focused on task performance. The following
description thus focuses primarily on the eye-tracking part, as well
as general aspects relevant to our analysis. For more details, we
point the reader to Chen et al. [2020].

3.1 Design and Procedure

The study used a repeated-measure design, in which each partic-
ipant performed a set of tasks on the four different graph layout
conditions shown in Figure 1. Eye movement data of 19 participants
was collected. Gaze sequence data was dropped if it was below a
threshold of 70% gaze samples detected with at least one eye. This
resulted in valid data from 13 participants. A Tobii Pro X3-120 eye
tracking system was used to record eye movement data at a sam-
pling rate of 120Hz. Participants sat in front of a Dell 22-inch LCD
monitor at a distance given by the calibration feature of the eye
tracking system.

Before conducting the experiment, subjects were asked to fill
out a questionnaire about personal details and an online tutorial
was provided to explain the torus-based network diagrams used in
the study. There were four training trials for each layout condition
right before the recorded trial. Each trial began with question text
located at the top. Once a participant hit the start button, an image
stimulus was loaded below the question and a timer started. The
imagewas shown for amaximum duration of 30 seconds. A progress

bar appeared below the stimulus 10 seconds before the timeout.
Once the button was hit, the image disappeared and the question
showed up again, with multiple-choice options for answering the
question.

3.2 Datasets and Tasks

In the actual study, stimuli were given in the form of NoTorus (i.e.,
a standard force-directed node-link representation of a network),
NoContext (i.e., a torus drawing without any contextual tiling
around the boundary), PartialContext (i.e., a torus drawing with
partial contextual tiling around the boundary to aid comprehension
of the link wrapping), and FullContext layouts (i.e., a torus draw-
ing with full three-by-three contextual tiling around the boundary
to aid comprehension of the link wrapping). An example graph
is shown in Figure 3. The fully replicated network layouts have 8
repeated cells (top, right, bottom, left, and four corners). Partially
replicated layouts show one third of the fully replicated layouts
around the boundaries of the center cell.

The tasks were (1) to locate the shortest path of a set of or-
ange and blue nodes (ShortestPath) with text labels indicat-
ing start and end node; (2) to identify all neighbors of an orange
node (Neighbors); and (3) to count the total number of nodes
(NodeCount) and links (LinkCount). The latter task was chosen
because the link wrapping had to be understood and a strategy
had to be applied to answer correctly. The applied strategies are of
special interest in this paper.

Note that the diagrams are scaled to the same size in the figures
in this paper for a clear illustration of visual scanpaths and density
maps, but in the eye tracking experiments, stimuli were shown to
participants so that the central cell was the same size as the non-
replicated drawing; i.e., the area of fully replicated layout drawings
(975× 975) shown to study participants were nine times that of
non-replicated drawings (325× 325).

3.3 Previous Results

Overall the task performance results suggested that fully replicated
and traditional layouts outperform NoContext and PartialCon-
text for link-and-path-following tasks in accuracy, completion
time, and the subjective user rank. Their qualitative user feedback
reported that while major of participants favored FullContext
for taking an entire overview of the network, others mentioned the
extra replication looked redundant and preferred the clean represen-
tation of the NoContext layout. Towards a better understanding
of user reading strategy of each layout, we perform an eye tracking
data analysis.

4 ANALYSIS OF READING STRATEGIES

Our overarching goal is to understand visual scanning strategies
that participants apply to perform graph exploration tasks with
layouts that wrap around in different levels of repeated tiled display.

As the focus of the tasks was on link-and-path following, we
define a reading strategy as a sequence of frequently occurring
spatial fixation points in an image stimulus out of correctly per-
formed samples. A similar data model has also been used by Burch
et al. [2013]. The fixation identification parameters are based on a
dispersion-based algorithm (I-DT) [Salvucci and Goldberg 2000].
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Figure 3: Visual scanpath overlaid on images of three torus-based layouts of a representative stimuli for ShortestPath. The

number and radius indicate the fixation sequence and its duration, respectively. Increasing saturation of a link encodes tem-

poral progression of a scanpath. The yellow and red dots indicate the beginning and the end of a scanpath. Scarf plots ordered

participants by increasing task completion time, annotated with task correctness in a green tick (for a correct answer) or a red

cross (for an incorrect answer).

We choose dispersion as 130 pixels by the sum of a bounding box
( [max(𝑥) − min(𝑥)] + [max(𝑦) − min(𝑦)]) for a cluster of gaze
points, and minimum time window as 80 milliseconds. This results
in about 1–2 fixations over a node in the network diagram we
presented to participants.

We first perform exploratory data analysis to understand graph
reading strategies. We visually inspect overall fixation distribu-
tions of each stimuli, across all participants, to gain an overview
of the gaze data. We then inspect the scanpaths of each individual
participant, analyzing scanpath similarity, and summarize visual
investigation patterns found for each layout and task. Secondly,
informed by the patterns identified, we perform comparative anal-
ysis with statistical inference to investigate the difference in gaze
metrics regarding layout conditions. We use a visual gaze tracking

analysis toolkit, called Gazealytics [Chen et al. 2023] 2, to perform
both of such exploratory and comparative analysis.

The analysis and report is based on a representative stimuli.
Similar method has been used to report an existing eye tracking
study by Burch et al. [2013].

In the following, we present results of the ShortestPath task.
The results of LinkCount tasks are available in the supplementary
material.

4.1 Aggregated Fixation Distribution

Figure 1 shows the visualizations of aggregated fixation distribution
for the ShortestPath task for a representative stimulus, where

2https://github.com/gazealytics/gazealytics-master
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Figure 4: Box plot of average number of short saccades, long

saccades, and glance saccades per participant acrossmedium

and large graphs for each layout condition shown in Figure 3.

The short saccade cutoff length is 100 pixels, which is about

one third ofwidth of the central tile. Dotted lines connecting

average indicates significant difference.

the unique shortest path follows a top-bottom, left-right wrapping,
or combination of them (i.e., corner wrapping). For NoTorus, most
fixations are concentrated on the center, forming one visual clus-
ter of fixations over the shortest path between the start and the
end node, as seen in Figure 1(a). Sole cluster of fixations is also
found in all the other NoTorus trials, independent of tasks (see the
supplementary material).

By contrast, NoContext, PartialContext, and FullContext
show similarly clearer separation between clusters of fixations.
However, the relationship between these clusters vary across lay-
out conditions. For NoContext, participants spent longer duration
fixating at each of the start and the end node, along with their
links to the boundaries where it discontinues. In addition, disjoint
clusters of fixations at upper-right and bottom-right cover interme-
diate nodes of the shortest path, as seen in Figure 1(b), suggesting a
relationship among them to connect the visual cuts wrapped across
the boundaries. This is different from PartialContext and Full-
Context. Two clusters of fixations cover the replication of unique
shortest path were found for PartialContext at the bottom-left
and the bottom-right (Figure 1(c)), and the same for FullContext
with three to four clusters (Figure 1(d)). However, an additional
dense fixations at upper-right in PartialContext seems redun-
dant since it is not possible to find the shortest path in adjacent
tiles.

For FullContext, dense fixations were found surrounding the
center and surrounding tiles, including a portion of corner tiles, but
with decreasing fixations going outward dense maps, suggesting
inefficient gaze allocation since participants are more in favor of
center and adjacent tiles over the entire layout.

4.2 Reading Strategies Based on Scanpath

Analysis

Figure 3 shows results of the analysis of scanpaths of the same stim-
ulus as subsection 4.1, ordered from left to right by their increasing
task completion time. For NoContext, there is an increasing fre-
quency of cross-checking the shortest path with low (Figure 3(b))
to high frequency (Figure 3(d)). Furthermore, scanpaths were found
switching between four corners with constant visual scan back to
immediately starting regions, forming a frequent glance pattern

between regions. We quantify the frequency of such visual search
patterns and compare across each layout condition in subsection 4.3.
For PartialContext, Figure 3(g)–(i) show the scanpaths cover a
full shortest path, however, there are also visual scan with a start or
end node that does not lead to any shortest path due to the clipping
of the repeated tiles, such as the orange start node near the upper-
right corner, confirming the observation of redundant cluster of
fixations in subsection 4.1. For FullContext, Figure 3(l)–(n) show
one to two effective searches out of all 3 × 3 tiles.

Our findings confirm existing path-following reading strategies
in the study by Netzel et al. [2017], there are participants showing
scan once, multiple rounds, inspecting other possible paths between
origin and destination.

4.3 Comparative Statistical Analysis Based on

Gaze Metrics

Inspired by aggregated fixation distribution (subsection 4.1) and
scanpath strategies results (subsection 4.2), we quantify the patterns
with metrics and conduct statistical analysis based on metrics.

To quantify the glance patterns, we classify saccades into three
categories: short (less than 100 pixels), long, and glance saccades. A
glance saccade is defined as saccades from a fixation at time index
𝑡 − 1 to one at time 𝑡 and fall back to one at time 𝑡 + 1 so that the
Euclidean distance between fixations at 𝑡 − 1 and 𝑡 + 1 is less than
one third of the distance between fixations at time 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1, i.e., a
glance saccade occurs when gaze moves back and forth. A similar
approach has also been used [Goodwin et al. 2022].

We use the Friedman test to evaluate significant differences be-
tween layout conditions where the dependent variables (shown
below) did not meet the normality assumption. We use the Ne-
menyi post-hoc test for pairwise comparisons. Confidence intervals
indicate 95% confidence for mean values.

Results of saccade frequencies of ShortestPath for medium and
large stimuli across layouts are shown in Figure 4. Overall, there
is an effect of the number of short (𝜒2 (3) = 30.47, 𝑝 < .001), long
(𝜒2 (3) = 9.14, 𝑝 = .027), and glance saccades (𝜒2 (3) = 10.77, 𝑝 =

.013) on layout conditions. Post-hoc analysis shows that NoTorus
has significantly less short saccades than NoContext (𝑝 < .001),
PartialContext (𝑝 < .001), and FullContext (𝑝 = .0014). No-
Torus has significantly less long saccades than NoContext (𝑝 =

.034), and a weak trend to have less long saccades than Partial-
Context (𝑝 = .073). NoContext layout has significantly more
glance saccades than PartialContext (𝑝 = .041), and a weak trend
to have more glance saccades than FullContext (𝑝 = .061).

Furthermore, similar to Burch et al. [2011], we define AOIs to
investigate the relationships between clusters of fixations between
the visual clusters of fixations identified in density maps for each
layout, as seen in Figure 5. The comparison of the number of inter-
AOI transitions indicates that overall there is an effect of inter-AOI
transitions on layout conditions (𝜒2 (2) = 8.97, 𝑝 = .011). Posthoc
analysis shows that NoContext has significantly more inter-AOI
transitions than PartialContext (𝑝 = .021) and FullContext
(𝑝 = .038), as seen in Figure 6. A number of participants were
found sharing similar investigatory patterns. They are grouped in
the scarfplot based on their pairwise visual similarity AOI transi-
tions [Kurzhals et al. 2014] (Figure 6(bottom)).
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Figure 5: AOI definitions and transitionmatrices of a representative stimuli where the shortest path resides at cornerwrapping

for the shortest path task, across each participant.
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Figure 6: Box plots of inter-AOI transitions of a representa-

tive stimuli (where the shortest path resides at corner wrap-

ping) for the shortest path task, as shown in Figure 5, across

each participant. Significant results are indicated in dotted

lines.

Both results indicate that (1) the low-performance of NoCon-
text could be a result of increasing mental effort to perform more
frequent saccades and inter-AOI transitions when the content of
interest wraps around. In particular, long-range glance saccades
are used more often than the other layouts to connect visual cuts
of links and paths across the boundaries. (2) While there are similar
number of clusters of fixations for each torus-based layout, there
is different strategic use of these clusters. There are more inter-
cluster transitions in NoContext than in PartialContext and
FullContext, while the latter has more self-transitions.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We studied different reading strategies in wrapped node-link layout
representations using eye tracking. Our results indicate that there
are distinguishable reading strategies by aggregated fixation distri-
butions, scanpaths, and comparative gaze metrics. In addition, we
provide further evidence that the low-performance of PartialCon-
text from the prior study is caused by ineffective visual searches
where the path continuation could not be followed without starting
a new search in repeated tiles. Furthermore, low-performance of
NoContext is caused by more frequent glance saccades, as well as
more transitions between two or more clusters of fixation points.
This complements existing findings for task performance by Chen
et al. [2020].

Our results provide implications not only for future torus-based
study design for node-link diagrams, but also for the utilization of
different levels of torus-based layouts. These implications might
provide a starting point for future studies of other types of wrap-
pable visualizations [Chen 2022], such as cyclic time series where
inspecting trends across the visual cuts has been identified as a
major problem in [Chen et al. 2021b]. A new layout could be derived
from a balance of PartialContext and FullContext, where a
more space-efficient wrapped visualization is suggested to clip the
outer-most repetition rather than at the four corner tiles, to cover
effective visual search (informed by the gaze allocation results in
this paper as well as the supplementary material).

Similar to existing eye tracking studies on node-link visualiza-
tions [Burch et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2009], our analysis approach
has similar limitations. We based our visual search behavior analy-
sis on the same type of stimuli aggregated across all the participants.
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Accordingly, we focused on reporting results from representative
stimuli of each layout condition, where their wrapping conditions
of the shortest path is on the same basis of a corner wrapping.While
we infer a general reading strategies from this particular corner
wrapped condition, it is a combination of top–bottom and left–
right wrap. Future work can extend it to considering a full range of
wrapping conditions. We include aggregated density map visualiza-
tions of other wrapping conditions in the supplementary material,
including top–bottom wrap, left–right wrap, and no–wrap.

Another limitation of this work is the small sample size (13
participants). Future studies could be conducted with more subjects
to fill this gap. Another direction for future research is to investigate
whether the visual clutter reduction affordable in a torus-based
network layout and the design recommendations informed by gaze
allocations might lead to more usable and effective graph layouts
compared with traditional non-wrapped representations.
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